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From coping with insensitive responses to celebrating your successes, this publication is for you
personally.1st Place Champion of the 2014 Colorado Independent Publishers Association Award!
~ Excerpt from There Is Something about Gina.Existence Awaits You. Decide that just for today,
nothing is going to stop you!&apos;&apos; Go to Gina at ginameagher.com
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There's Something about Gina Review I bought this reserve and started reading it away of
curiosity. I completed this book and am writing an assessment because of the profound impact
it got on me. Gina offers a thoughtful accounts of her life in managing her issues with humor
and a grace. This reserve effected me so profoundly because I no longer feel only in the issues
in my life dealing with similar health issues. True Inspiration When I heard that Gina was going
to write a book, I knew I couldn't wait to read it. regardless of what your circumstance may be.
Reading that Gina experienced equivalent issues has provided me with a new outlook for coping
with myself and the way I look at my management of my issues and methods to handle
feedback from others that I had not considered before. Now instead of pulling back from my life
a an come out into it. As none of my close friends or close family members have these
conditions I've also been overlooked of situations and been hurt by feedback made. We visited
dinner one night time and had an extended discuss it. Informative and well crafted. I QUICKLY
read it.! I QUICKLY got the reserve, and sensed the cover...it is rather soft.which isn't something
that I notice frequently in a book. Because of the writer for providing details on how exactly to
live well and flourish when dealt a double whammy.. It felt good to hold. From the next I saw the
book on Amazon and looked at the stunning cover, I knew she had carried out it!but as Gina
articulated, these "diseases" don't have to define you. She hardly ever swayed from the message
she wished to obtain across and she was certainly successful in delivering her message. Living
with a chronic disease could be difficult, coping with two chronic disease, double whammy..and
Gina lives her life this way, enjoying it and just getting "her. Practical, personal insights I like the
way Gina weaves personal anecdotes in with practical tips she's learned from managing her
personal celiac and diabetes. I possibly could HEAR Gina and felt like she was there just talking
to me, the way we had that night at supper. You are soooo much more than that...." A great
motivating book I understand Gina personally from posting duties on the Denver Metro Celiac
Support Group. This book was a true inspiration for me personally to figure out how to motivate
myself among others in coping with an auto-immune disease. reading your story I have to say
how shifted I was! This reserve is heartfelt, fun and something that everyone coping with an
autoimmune disease should go through. Thoroughly enjoyed scanning this book.!! When I
positioned my purchase, it felt so good to support somebody who I know will be a great
inspiration to others, as she is to me. Must Read! Without headaches read about how to LIVE
the life span you were born with rather than complain about the obstacles put in your way. You'll
come away with a different perspective on how best to interact with someone with Diabetes and
Celiac Disease. Superb advice for positive living! Incites expressed in coping with a chronic
disease are very thoughtfully contained in day-to-day situations. It was especially interesting to
find out more ways to make people/friends aware of you will want to every activity could be
contained in a travel/sociable agenda. Quick read, good book The book was well crafted and,
despite the fact that I am not troubled by either of her health issues, the story totally kept my
interest. Must Read This book was a very easy read; Often upbeat, she however delivers the
chilly hard facts on both of these difficult illnesses, and shows that with a confident attitude an
individual can live a complete and active life no real matter what the obstacle. A Perfect Balance
That is a wonderfully written book that strikes the perfect balance between being both
informational and personal, that is definitely a tricky act to achieve. Ms. A few of the chapters,
being that they are relatively free-standing, repeated material provided in prior chapters, but the
book is conveniently and quickly readable, so I see this as an extremely minimal drawback. it
flowed so well it had been almost like you were having a conversation with the writer. I related it
to my own background of Type 1 diabetes and -- rather than celiac disease -- arthritis

rheumatoid, another auto-immune disease, and frequently found myself laughing aloud at her
insights. She's a distinctive voice that makes what could have been a difficult and dry subject
matter extremely readable. Very empowering After achieving you & In addition, it helped me
think in different ways in regards to a very closed cherished one who I regarded as diabetic, but
in fact, from reading Gina's publication, I learned is "living with diabetes". The empowering way
you convey your story is healing to those folks that eat non-conventionally. She makes the point
clearly that it is the person's response to the problem, as opposed to the specific condition,
which is the main element to managing the issue.. The suggestions Gina gives for addressing
and controlling such complications are universally relevant and are broad more than enough to
be ideal for the individual who comes with an anger issue, bones which are fragile, addictive
behaviors, etc. THERE'S Something About Gina This is an extremely helpful book, thoughtfully
written, for just about any person who perceives him/her self as having a chronic problem,
physical or mental. Gina give real life examples of how to translate the doctor's orders into
everyday reality when one has a job to do. Most importantly for others to learn, is usually do not
assume, provide me the option to choose at any point what's best for me. Meagher's anecdotes
are vivid and true to life, filled with quirky but significant information that add color and depth to
the writing. I will make notes of the recommendations which I feel will be most ideal for me to
try. Quick Read with a Enduring Impact The short and significant chapter format allows you for
an instant dose of inspiration. Her story shows the journey of living with both diabetes and
celiac disease and how she's handled obstacles in her lifestyle. I highly recommend this book...
But I have not really spoken out or spoken up about the problems due to embarrassment
regarding them. "5 stars" This book kept me interested from the first ever to the last. Now, only
about a year or so later, her publication came true..
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